Testimonial from STI, International

David Surgi
Secure Firearm Products
Dave,
Just wanted to let you know the cases we got from you have proven themselves to us at shows all around
the world.
Durability, security, and ease of carry all come together in your fine products and we highly recommend
them.
If you are looking for secure cases, they just don't make 'em any better than this.
Dave Skinner
STI, International
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Testimonials
August 18, 2006
I have been traveling with and storing my firearms in a Secure Firearms Products
aluminum pistol case exclusively since 2005. I am amazed at how well it protects the firearm and
the ease of getting through TSA inspection when I check my pistols for air travel. I attribute the
first rate protection given by the case to its sturdy construction and the use of the internal
locking system and Medeco lock. There is certainly no other product on the market that protects
a firearm better than the case I use.
I can not say enough positive things about the Owners of Secure Firearms Products and the
equipment they build. The support given to the shooting community by the Surgi family is
paralleled by no one in the industry. If you want a gun case that will protect your valuable
investment look no further.
Sincerely
Jason Koon

August 21, 2006
Dear Secure Firearm Products;
I wanted to tell you about my airline trip to the ESPN Great Outdoor Games Rifle match
last year using your rifle case.
While flying to the Great Outdoor Games with one of your rifle cases, I got to the match and
noticed the rifle case had a large dent in the corner of the case. I could tell that my case had
been dropped from quite some distance. When I opened the case, I found that the impact was so
hard that both of my rifles bolts that were locked open had been closed by the impact, however
the rifles looked just fine. When I test fired both, I found that the scope hadn't lost the zero. I
was amazed that your case took such an impact and completely protected my match rifles. I
would recommend your products to anyone that values their equipment.
Thank you for the great product!
Sincerely
John Bagakis
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August 21, 2006
We used four of the Secure Firearm’s Target Systems at the Smith and Wesson International
Revolver Championship.
The versatility of the Target System is incredible. On one stage you opened a door to face
two swinging targets crossing each other behind a stationary no shoot target. On another stage
we used two systems in a doorway, one high and one low, and both of them had moving no shoot
targets in front of the moving shoot targets. On another stage we set up the system to allow the
shoot target to come out from behind a wall, go back behind the wall, and appear again only to
stop, showing partially behind a no shoot target.
The systems worked flawlessly, even the one with the stop on it, returning to the same
position each time it was tripped. The speed at which everything moved was easily adjusted.
The Target System helped make a good match a great match.
Sincerely
Nelson Dymond
Match Director
2006 Smith & Wesson IRC

August 21, 2006
Although with the current political climate in the US, I don't travel with my firearms on
commercial transportation any longer unless absolutely necessary, the Medeco locks used in
your products give me the confidence to ship my guns with impunity when necessary. It is
obvious that NO ONE will get into the case without either stealing the entire case outright, or
destroying it utterly in the process. No "baggage handler" even has the opportunity to pilfer
THESE cases!
Beyond the locking system, the case is otherwise very well constructed and as strong as
anything else found on the market. My case was made to a custom size to accommodate a large
custom bench rest rifle, and the price and service I received was first-rate. I will soon order a
handgun case for transporting my competition guns when applicable, and expect the same
standard of quality and service I received with my rifle case.
For anyone routinely flying or shipping guns, the security and quality of these cases is
unrivaled, and even with the casual transport of firearms back-and-forth to my local range, the
strength and quality of the product is second to none.
Highly recommended!
Steve Thompson
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National Rifle Association of America
Competitive Shooting

11250 Waples Mill Rd.
Fairfax, Virginia 22030 (703) 267-1450

(703) 267-3941 fax

competitions
@nrahq.org

August 11, 2006
Dear Secure Firearm Products;
Thank you for all your support and dedication towards the Competitive Shooting Division
and especially to the Action Pistol Program. I would like to express my gratitude to your
company and family for sponsoring the “Secure Firearm Products Shooting Skill Event” at this
year’s NRA Bianchi Cup. I believe the competitors and spectators enjoyed testing their shooting
skills on your target systems.
We look forward to having your Company be represented again in future NRA Bianchi Cup
Matches. People like the “Surgi’s” are proof that a helpful, giving spirit is still alive and well.
Thank you again and please feel free to use the letter as a positive reference of sponsorship.
Sincerely,

Rudy Dufour

Program Coordinator
Action Pistol
703.267.1478
1.800.672.3888 #1478
Bianchicup@nrahq.org

Testimonials
NO-Cal Pop & Drop
December 2007
After considerable experience and frustration with calibration issues and unreliable operation of most
steel targets used in USPSA competition, it was an exciting and rewarding experience to test the new
forward-falling steel target systems from Secure Firearm Products. These targets are a modular, quicksetting design with replaceable steel in all popular sizes and configurations, and are available in A-36
and AR500 steel. Best of all, these targets are for all intents and purposes, completely calibration-free!
Standing at a forward angle of approximately 7%, they are completely splatter-free, and will
reliably stand in robust wind conditions. While having a very easy reset mechanism, these targets will
fall even with the impact of a .22 rim fire from a pistol at 50 yards, requiring absolutely no “fine-tuning”
for either minor or major competition. My home range is on the Missouri-Kansas state line, and wind
conditions are always precarious, but the SFP targets work correctly and with no calibration in the most
arduous conditions. Highly recommended, and the best thought-out design I've encountered.
Steve Thompson
A56927
High Security Firearm Case
"I have been competing nationally and internationally for more than a dozen years. Flying with two
nearly-irreplaceable competition pistols, I use the best case I can. I've looked at and used many cases.
The Secure Firearms Products case is the best, with excellent locking features and protection for my
pistols. On the way to the 2007 European Championships, someone repeatedly bashed my SFP case,
denting it and knocking the paint off, but it stayed locked and the pistols inside came through fine;
scopes still sighted in and ready to go."
Roy Stedman

